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Cities are characterized by concentrating population, economic activity and services. However, not
all cities are equal and hierarchy in terms of influence at local, regional or global scales naturally
emerges. Traditionally, there have been important efforts to describe this hierarchy by indirect
measures such the sharing of company headquarters, traffic by air, train or boats or economical
exchanges. In this work, we take a different approach and introduce a method that uses geolocated
Twitter information to quantify the impact of cities on rural or other urban areas. Since geolocated
tweets are becoming a global phenomenon, the method can be applied at a world-wide scale. We
focus on 58 cities and analyze the mobility patterns of people after visiting them for the first time.
Cities such as Rome and Paris appear consistently as those with largest area covered by Twitter
users after their visit and as those attracting visitors most diverse in origin. The study is also
performed discerning users mobility by the contribution of locals and non-locals, which shows the
relevance of the mixing ratio between them to have a global city. Finally, we focus on the mobility of
users between cities and construct a network with the users flows between them. The network allows
to analyze centrality defining it at a global and regional scale. The hierarchy of cities dramatically
changes when referred only to urban users, with New York and London playing a predominant role.

Ever since Christaller proposed the central place
theory in the 30’s [1], researchers have work to un-
derstand the relations and competition between cities
leading to the emergence of a hierarchy. Christaller
envisioned an exclusive area surrounding each city to
which it provided services such as markets, hospitals,
schools, universities, etc. The services display differ-
ent level of specialization, inducing thus a hierarchy
among urban areas according to the type of services
offered. In addition, this idea naturally brings an
equidistant distribution of urban centers of similar
category as long as no geographical constraints pre-
vents it. Still, in the present globalized world the rela-
tions between cities go beyond the mere geographical
distance. In order to take into account this fact, it was
necessary to introduce the concept of world city [2].
These are cities that concentrate economic warehouses
like the headquarters of large multinational companies
or global financial districts, of knowledge and innova-
tion as the cutting edge technological firms or univer-
sities, or political decision centers, and that play an
eminent role of dominance over smaller, more local,
counterparts. The concept of global cities is, never-
theless, vague and needs further mathematical formal-
ization. This is attained by means of the world city
networks, in which each pair of cities is linked whether
they share a common resource or interchange goods or
people [3–5]. For instance, a link can be established
if two cities share headquarters of the same company
[5–7], if both are part of good production chains [8],
interchange finance services [9], internet data [10] or
if direct commercial or cargo flights or boats connect
them [3, 11–13]. Centrality measures are then applied
to the networks and a ranking of the cities raises. New
York and London are, for example, the top rankers in
many of these studies [4, 7, 12]. There are, however,
inconsistencies in terms of the meaning and stability
of the results obtained from different networks or with
different centrality measures [12, 14].

Here we use ICT technologies to approach the prob-
lem from a different perspective. Let us imagine an
announcement with some information hanged in the
most central square of a given city. We would like to
know which is the probability that a person reading
that information is able to discussed about it person-
ally in other location of the world a certain time later.
The most central place at a global scale would simply
be that with the greater potential to diffuse the mes-
sage. This imagined experiment can be performed
from a particular square or extending the origin to a
full city. Likewise, the destination can be any other
world location or another city. The first option, from
city to any place, forms a hierarchy of cities accord-
ing to their potential to spread information, while the
latter (city to city) allows us to define a temporal net-
work of influence.

In order to carry out this analysis, it is necessary to
localize people while they travel worldwide. This can
be done thanks to the introduction in the last years
of geolocated ICT services. The use of devices such
as mobile phones, credit or transport cards gets regis-
tered generating a large quantity of real time data on
how people move [15–23]. This information has been
used to study questions such as interactions in social
networks [24–27], information propagation [28], city
structure and land use [21, 29–35], or even road and
long range train traffic [36]. It is bringing a new era in
the so-called Science of Cities by providing a ground
for a systematic comparison of the structure of ur-
ban areas of different sizes or in different countries
[34, 35, 37–41]. Data coming from credit cards and
mobile phones are usually constrained to a limited ge-
ographical area such as a city or a country, while those
coming from online social media as Twitter, Flickr or
Foursquare can refer to the whole globe. This is the
reason why we focus here on geolocated tweets, which
have already proven to be an useful tool to analyze
mobility between countries [42].
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Figure 1: Positions of the geolocated tweets. Each
tweet is represented as a point on the map location from
which it was posted.

In particular, we select 58 out of the most populated
cities of the world and analyze their influence in terms
of the average radius traveled and the area covered by
Twitter users visiting each of them. Differences in the
mobility for local residents and external visitors are
taken into account, in such a way that cities can be
ranked according to the extension covered by the dif-
fusion of visitors and residents, together and by sep-
arate, and by the attractiveness they exhibit towards
visitors. Finally, we also consider the interaction be-
tween cities, forming a network that provide a frame-
work to study urban communities and the role cities
play within their own community (regional) versus a
global perspective.

Materials and Methods

Twitter Dataset

Our database contains 21, 017, 892 tweets geolo-
cated worldwide written by 571, 893 Twitters users
in the temporal period ranging from October 2010 to
June 2013 (1000 days). There are on average 93 tweets
per user. Non-human behaviors or collective accounts
have been excluded from the data by filtering out users
traveling faster than a plane (750 km/h). For this, we
have computed the distance and the time spent be-
tween two successive geolocated tweets posted by the
same user. The geographical distribution of tweets is
plotted in Figure 1. The distribution matches popula-
tion density in many countries, although it is impor-
tant to note that some areas are under-represented as,
for example, most of Africa and China.

For this work, we take as reference 58 cities around
the world (see Table SI in Appendix for a detailed ac-
count). The criterion to choose them was to search
a balance between being among the most populated
cities worldwide and having enough (users of) geolo-
cated tweets to produce significant results. In prac-
tice, the majority of these cities are part of the 100
largest cities in the world. Once the cities are selected,
we need to define the extension covered by each ur-
ban area. This is not a trivial task as it has been

Starting from Paris

Starting from New York

a

b

Figure 2: Geolocated tweets of users who have
been at least once in Paris (a) and New York (b).
The color changes according to the number of days since
the first passage in the city. In red, one day; In yellow, be-
tween 1 and 10 days; In green, between 10 and 100 days;
And in blue, more than 100 days.

shown that the choice can mediate the results if the
objective is to analyze scaling relations [43]. Our aim
here is different, not focusing on scaling laws, and the
spatial scale to operate, global for us, should reduce
the importance of this selection. To fairly compare
cities and to avoid arbitrariness in the official defini-
tions of urban areas in each country, we have defined
the city area as a circle of radius 50 kilometers around
the official city center (City Hall location).

As a first characterization of the data, we have com-
puted the great circle distance ∆r between successive
positions of the same Twitter user living in one of
the 58 cities (see Figure S1 in Appendix). The dis-
tribution P (∆r) for each city is well approximated by
a power law with an average exponent value of 1.5.
These results are consistent with the exponent ob-
tained in other studies [15, 16, 42]. It is interesting
to note that the distributions are very similar for all
the cities.

In order to assess the influence of a city, we need to
characterize how users travel after visiting it. To do
so, for each city c and each user υ who visited c for the
first time at time tυ0 , we consider the tweets posted by
υ after tυ0 . A vector of spatio-temporal positions X =
((xυi , t

υ
i ))i≥0 is then defined for every user υ with the

rest of locations i visited and the time at which this
happened. For studying c, rather than on the absolute
times tυi , we will focused on the time lapse since tυ0
and thus on X = ((xυi , t

υ
i − tυ0 ))i≤0. In Figure 2, the
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Figure 3: Evolution of the average radius. In order
to show the general trend, each gray curve corresponds
to a city. The evolution of the radius for several cities is
highlighted, such as the top and bottom rankers or rep-
resentatives of the two main detected behaviors. Curves
with a linear and square root growth are also shown as a
guide to the eye.

locations of geolocated tweets are plotted according
to the number of days since the first visit in Paris
and New York as an example. A large part of the
tweets are concentrated around these cities but one
can observe how users diffuse worldwide little by little.

Metrics to assess city influence

The number of geolocated users in each city and
the time lapse that they remain active after visiting
it varies. To compare fairly between cities, we have
selected a fixed number of users u in each city at ran-
dom and tracked their displacements in a given period
of time ∆t since their first tweet from it. The metrics
defined next take this set of u users and the locations
of their tweets as input. Note that every extraction
of the users can generate a different outcome in the
metrics, which induces stochasticity in the results. To
reduce it, averages over 100 user extractions have been
taken for all the results shown in this work. As shown
in Figure S2 in Appendix, the longer ∆t is, the lower
is the population of users who remain active. For this
reason, we needed to establish a trade off between high
number of users (better statistic resolution) and long
periods of time to analyze the system evolution. For
most of the results below and unless otherwise stated,
u = 300 and ∆t = 350 days.

Average radius

The first indicator that we have used is the average
radius traveled by Twitter users since their first tweet
from a city c. We tracked for each user the positions
from which he or she tweeted after visiting c, and com-
pute the average distance from these locations to the
center of c. The average radius, R, is then defined
as the average over all the u users of their individual
radii.

The average radius is informative but can be biased
by the geography. Cities that are in relatively isolated
positions such as islands may have a high average ra-
dius just because a long trip is the only option to travel
to them. To avoid this effect, we define the normal-
ized average radius R̃ of a city c as the ratio between
R(c) and the average distance of all the Twitter users’
places of residence to c (Figure S3 in Appendix). In
order to identify the place of residence of Twitter user,
the world surface has been divided in cells of 100×100
square kilometers using the cylindrical equal-area pro-
jection and the place of resident is identified as the cell
most frequently visited. The inhabited cells is a fixed
set containing around 5, 000 cells. Note that R̃ is a
ratio and is, therefore, an adimensional variable.

Coverage

While the average radius measures how far the
world exploration by the users starting from c has
evolved, this second metric aims at measuring the ge-
ographical area covered by those users. Tracking the
u users movements, we count the total number of cells
from which at least a tweet has been posted and define
coverage as this number. The coverage could be thus
expressed as a ratio of active cells over the total, but
we prefer to maintained it as a simple integer number
to facilitate the distinction between nearby values.

Entropy

The u users traveling from a city c can distribute
uniformly across the cells or they may prefer some
particular locations. To quantify the heterogeneity in
the user traveling patterns, we introduce an entropy
measure. Let N be the total number of cells and nti
the number of tweets in the cell i which have been
posted in a time period t. nti is normalized by its

total in order to obtain a probability pti =
nt
i∑N

k=1 n
t
k

.

The entropy E at a time t is given by the following
equation:

E(t) =
−
∑N
i=1 p

t
i log(pti)

log(N (t))
, (1)

where N (t)) is the number of cells with non-zero
pti (with tweets posted by the u users). The en-
tropy index is normalized by its maximum value (i.e.
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Figure 4: Rankings of the cities according to the average radius and the coverage. (a) Top 10 cities by

the average radius after ∆t = 350 days. (b) Top 10 cities by the normalized average radius R̃. (c) The ranking for the
coverage.

log(N (t))) to compare the cities even if the number
of cells visited is different.

Results

Comparing the influence of cities

We start by taking the perspective from the city to
the world and compare how effective the cities are as
starting points for the Twitter users’ diffusion. The
evolution of the average radius as a function of the
time is plotted in Figure 3 for the 58 cities. The curves
of the log-log plot show an initial fast increase followed
by a much slower growth after approximately 15− 20
days. The presence of these two regimes can be re-
lated to the mixing between residents and external
visitors as will be discussed later. In the initial phase,
the radius grows for all the cities at a rhythm faster
than the square root of time, which is the classical
prediction for 2D Wiener diffusion. This is not fully
surprising since the users’ mobility is better described
by Levy flights than by a Wiener process. Still the
differences between cities are remarkable. There are
two main behaviors: the radius for cities such as De-
troit grows slow, while some other cities as Paris show
a quite fast increase (close to linear). After this ini-
tial transient, the average radius enters in a regime of
slow growth for all the cities that is even slower than√

∆t. This implies that the long displacements by the
users are concentrated in the first month, after which
the exploration becomes languid and probably more
localized. Even though the curves of different cities
may cross in the first regime, they reach a relatively
stable configuration in the second one. We can see
that the top ranker in terms of capacity of diffusion is
Hong Kong for the whole time window considered and
the bottom one is Bandung (West Java, Indonesia).

The top 10 cities according to the average radius
are plotted in Figure 4a. It is interesting to realize
that the hierarchy only includes New York at the last
position, in contrast to previous rankings in the liter-
ature based on different data [4, 7, 12]. Many cities on
the top are in the Pacific Basin (Hong-Kong, Sydney,

Beijing, Taipei, San Francisco and Shanghai), which
can be an evidence for the impact of geography on R.
To be fair in the comparison between cities, we have
subtracted the effect of isolation by calculating the
normalized radius R̃. The corresponding ranking is
displayed in Figure 4b. In this case, the top cities are
Rome, Paris and Lisbon. These cities are located in a
densely populated area as Europe but, taking into ac-
count this fact, are dispatching travelers further away
than any other. This is a proof for their aptitude as
sources for the thought information spreading experi-
ment of the introduction. Actually, all the cities in the
top 10 set are able to attract visitors at a worldwide
scale, some are relatively far from other global cities
and/or they may be the gate to extensive hinterlands
(China). The same ranking for the coverage is shown
in Figure 4c. Even though the two metrics are corre-
lated (see Figure S4 in Appendix), both rankings do
not necessarily agree in all positions. The top cities,
however, are again the triplet Rome, Paris and Lisbon
probably due to a combination of the factors explained
above. One last word of caution, since the users ex-
traction is stochastic, the rankings can variate from
a realization to another (see Figure S5 in Appendix).
However, when the ranking is performed on the aver-
age over several realizations it becomes stable and the
results are reproducible (Figure S6 in Appendix).

Local versus non-local Twitter users

These results do not have into account that resi-
dents and visitors behave differently when traveling
from a given city. An user is considered as a local
for a city if most of his/her tweets are posted from it.
Otherwise, he/she is seen as an external visitor. The
first thing to note is that the average coverage for the
58 cities is higher for non-locals (about 260) than for
locals (about 96). The entropy measured in the cities
based only in local users is way lower than for the
non-locals with a median entropy around 0.3 for the
locals and around 0.7 for the non-locals (Figure S7 in
Appendix). This means that the locals move toward
more concentrated locations, in contrast to the com-
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Figure 5: Relation between local and non-local
users. (a) Scatter-plot of R̃ as a function of the cover-
age for locals (blue triangles) and non-locals (red squares).
(b) Coverage as a function of the proportion of non-local
Twitter users. (c) Top 10 ranking cities based only on
local users according to the coverage. (d)The same rank-
ing but based only on the movements of non-local users.
In all the cases, the number of local and non-local users
extracted is u = 100 for every city.

paratively higher diversity of origins of the non-local
visitors.

The difference between locals and non-locals is even
more dramatic when R̃ from each city is plotted as a
function of the coverage for both types of users in Fig-
ure 5a. Two clusters clearly emerge, showing that the
locals tend to move less than the visitors. Such differ-
ence between users is likely to be behind the change
of behavior in the temporal evolution of the average
radius detected in Figure 3, and introduces the ra-
tio of visitors over local as a relevant parameter to
describe the mobility from a city. Actually, the con-
tribution of visitors is the most important factor for
the city ranking based on the radius and the area cov-
ered (see Figure 5b for the coverage). The division
between locals and non-locals allows as well to define
new rankings for the cities based on the mobility of
residents or visitors alone. Actually, the rakings based
on residents bring fresh information on the relevance
of cities from a more local perspective (Figure 5c for

the coverage and Figure S8a in Appendix for R̃). The
top rankers in this classification are Hong Kong and
San Francisco in R̃ and Moscow and Beijing in the
coverage. All of them are cities that may act as gates
for quite extense hintherlands. The rankings based
on non-locals (Figures 5d for the coverage and Figure

S8b in Appendix for R̃) get us back the more common
top rankers such as Paris, New York and Lisbon.
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Number of Cells of Residence

Figure 6: City attractiveness. Number of distinct cells
of residence for u = 1000 Twitter users drawn at random
for the top 10 cities.

City attractiveness

So far, we have considered a city as origin and ana-
lyzed how people visiting it diffuse across the planet.
We change now the point of view to the opposite, from
the world to the city. As before, the place of residence
of every user is identified as the cell most frequently
visited. With this information, we measure two met-
rics: the normalized average distance of the users’ res-
idences to the center of the considered city c and the
number of different cells where these users come from.
The normalization of the average distance residence-
city is performed as with R̃ to avoid biases due to the
geographical distribution of the cities. These variables
allow us to define new rankings, this time depicting
the attractiveness of each city. The top 10 cities are
shown in Figure 6 for the coverage (see Figure S9 in
Appendix for the normalized average radius). Rome,
Paris and Lisbon are also quite consistently the top
rankers in terms of attractiveness to external visitors.

A network of cities

Previously, we have considered how people move
from a city to the world and from the world to a city.
Here, the analysis is completed considering the trav-
els between the 58 selected cities. For this, we have
built a weighted directed network with the flows of
movements of the local users from each city to the
others. This network can be represented by a matrix
M = (mij)1≤i,j≤58 where mij stands for the num-
ber of local Twitter users in the city i which have
been at least one time in city j. Since the number of
users is different according to the city, we have nor-
malized the flows by dividing mij by

∑58
k=1mik. This

network shows stronger connections in the areas that
interchange more travelers between them. It is, there-
fore, interesting to analyze the communities that may
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Figure 7: Mobility network. Local Twitter users mobility network between the 58 cities. Only the flows representing
the top 95% of the total flow have been plotted. The flows are drawn from the least to the greatest. The inset shows
the top 8 cities ranked by weighted betweenness and weighted betweenness.

surge from its structure. To this end, we have em-
ployed OSLOM as a clustering detection algorithm
[44, 45]. Running OSLOM on the city network, we
find 6 communities (see Figure 7). The clusters ob-
tained follow approximately the natural boundaries
between continents, two communities in North and
Center America, one community in South America,
another in Europe, two communities in Asia (Japan
and rest of Asia plus Sydney). The community detec-
tion has also been performed using Infomap [46] and
similar results were obtained.

The presence of network clusters allows to define
regional vs global metrics when the measures are re-
stricted to the cities in the cluster or extended to the
full network. As centrality metrics, we have computed
the weighted degree or strength of a node [47] and
the weighted betweenness [48, 49] for all the cities.
In the inset of the Figure 7, we identify New York
and London as the most central nodes in terms of de-
gree and betweenness and, particularly, New York for
the weighted degree at a global scale. In the regional
scene of each community, things can change and even
the ranking of the most central cities can be modified.
The rankings for the weighted degree are similar from
the global and regional perspectives, the most central
cities continue to be the same except for San Diego,
which slipped three places down. On the contrary, the
weighted betweenness rankings show some cities for
which the rank has gone up or down significantly (see
details in Table I and Table SII). For example, San
Diego went down nine places meaning that this city
has a global influence probably because San Diego is
a communication hub between United State and Cen-
ter America. We can also observed that Dallas went
up six places, showing that the influence of Dallas is

North America
Global Ranking Regional Ranking
1. New York (1) 1. New York
2. Miami (6) 2. Los Angeles
3. San Francisco (8) 3. Chicago
4. Los Angeles (9) 4. Toronto
5. Chicago (18) 5. Detroit
6. Toronto (19) 6. Miami
7. San Diego (23) 7. Dallas
8. Detroit (25) 8. San Francisco
9. Montreal (26) 9. Washington
10. Atlanta (27) 10. Atlanta

Europe
Global Ranking Regional Ranking
1. London (2) 1. London
2. Paris (3) 2. Paris
3. Madrid (10) 3. Moscow
4. Barcelona (11) 4. Barcelona
5. Moscow (16) 5. Berlin
6. Berlin (20) 6. Rome
7. Rome (21) 7. Madrid
8. Amsterdam (24) 8. Lisbon
9. Lisbon (38) 9. Amsterdam
10. Milan (40) 10. Saint Petersburg

TABLE I: Comparison of the regional and the global be-
tweenness rankings. In parenthesis the total global ranking
position of each city.

higher at the regional scale than in the international
arena.
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Discussion

The study of competition and interactions between
cities has a long history in fields such as Geography,
Spatial Economics and Urbanism. This research has
traditionally taken as basis information on finance ex-
changes, sharing of firm headquarters, number of pas-
sengers transported by air or tons of cargo dispatched
from one city to another. One can define a network
relying on these data and identify the so-called World
Cities, those with a higher level of centrality as the
global economic or logistic centers. Here, we have
taken a radically different approach to measure quan-
titatively the influence of a city in the world. Nowa-
days, geolocalized devices generate a large quantity
of real time and geolocated data permitting the char-
acterization of people mobility. We have used Twit-
ter data to track users and classify cities according to
the mobility patterns of their visitors. Top cities as
mobility sources or attraction points are identified as
central places at a global scale for cultural and infor-
mation interchanges. This definition of city influence
makes possible its direct measurement instead of us-
ing indirect information such as firm headquarters or
direct flights. Still, the quality of the results depends
on the capacity of geolocated tweets to describe lo-
cal and global mobility. Fortunately, several recent
works have proven such capacity comparing different
data sources as information collected from cell phone
records, Twitter, traffic measure techniques and sur-
veys [21, 22, 36].

More specifically and assuming data reliability, we
consider the users’ displacements after visiting each
city. The urban areas are ranked according to the
area covered and the radius traveled by these users
as a function of time. These metrics are inspired by
the framework developed for random walks and Levy
flights, which allows us to characterize the evolution
of the system with well defined mathematical tools
and with a clear reference baseline in mind. Previ-
ous literature rankings usually find a hierarchy cap-
tained by New York and London as the most central
world cities. The ranks dramatically change when one
has into account users’ mobility. A triplet formed by
Rome, Paris and Lisbon consistently appear on the
top of the ranking by extension of visitor’s mobility
but also by their attractiveness to travelers of very
diverse origin. A combination of economic activity.
appealing to tourism and diversity of links to other
lands, in some cases product of recent history, can ex-
plain the presence of these cities on the top. These
three cities are followed by others such as San Fran-
cisco that without being one of the most populated
cities in the US extends it influence over the large Pa-

cific basin or Hong Kong, Beijing and Shanghai that
replicates it on the other side of the Pacific region.
These cities are in some cases gates to broad hinter-
lands. This is relevant since our metrics have into
account the diversity in the visitors’ origins.

These results rely on the full users population, dis-
criminating only by the place of residence between lo-
cals and non locals to each city. The influence of cities
measured in this way includes their impact in rural as
well as in other urban areas. However, the analysis
can be restricted to users residing in an urban area
and to their displacements toward other cities. In this
way, we obtain a weighted directed network between
cities, whose links weights represent the (normalized)
fluxes of users traveling from one city to another. This
network provides the basis for a more traditional cen-
trality analysis, in which we recover London and New
York as the most central cities at a global scale. The
network framework permits to run clustering tech-
niques and divide the world city network in communi-
ties or areas of influence. When the centrality is stud-
ied only within each community, we obtain a regional
perspective that induces a new ranking of cities. The
comparison between the global and the regional rank-
ing provides important insights in the change of roles
of cities in the hierarchies when passing from global
to regional.

Summarizing, we have introduced here a new
method to estimate city influence using information
and communication technologies. The method, de-
spite some possible biases due to the population using
online social media, allows for a direct measurement of
a city influence in the world. This introduces the pos-
sibility of studying relations among cities and between
cities and rural areas with unprecedented details and
scale.
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Figure S1: Probablity density function of distance traveled by the local Twitter users. An user is considered
as living in a city if most of his/her tweets are posted from it. (a) Probablity density function P (∆r) of the distance
traveled by the local Twitter users for 5 cities drawn at random among the 58 case studies. ∆r is the great circle distance
between each successive position of the local Twitter users. (b) Boxplot of the 58 power-law exponent. (c) Boxplot of
the R2. The boxplot is composed of the minimum value, the lower hinge, the median, the upper hinge and the maximum
value.
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Figure S2: Minimum number of active users as a function of ∆t (blue line). The gray lines represent the
number of active users as a function of ∆t for the 58 cities.
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Figure S5: Variations of the rankings over 100 realizations. (a) Ranking for the normalized average radius. (b)
Ranking for the coverage. The boxplot is composed of the minimum value, the lower hinge, the median, the upper hinge
and the maximum value.
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Figure S6: Variations of the rankings over 10 realizations performed on the average over 10 realizations.
(a) Ranking for the normalized average radius. (b) Ranking for the coverage. The boxplot is composed of the minimum
value, the lower hinge, the median, the upper hinge and the maximum value.
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Figure S7: Entropy index according to the Twitter user type. (a) Entropy index as a function of the number
of cells visited by u = 300 Twitter users drawn at random. The entropy enhances with the coverage despite the
normalization, which implies that the tweets tend to distribute more uniformly for those cities with larger areas covered
and therefore with a larger global projection. Besides the general trend, there are some interesting outliers such as
Moscow and Saint Petersburg, with a high area covered given the size of Russia but low entropy meaning that the travels
concentrate toward a few cells (likely the cities in a vast territory). On the other extreme, we find Osaka and Nagoya
with a low are covered but high entropy. A possible reason is that the travels can be mostly within Japan but since
the population in the country is well distributed, the trip destinations are well mixed. (b) Box plot with the entropy
measured for the different cities separating the users as locals and non-locals. The number of users u = 100 in this
case. The entropy measured in the cities based only in local users is way lower than for the non-locals. This means that
the locals move toward more concentrated locations, in contrast to the comparatively higher diversity of origins of the
non-local visitors.
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Figure S8: Relation between local and non-local users. (a) Top 10 ranking cities based only on local users
according to the average radius. (b) Top 10 ranking cities based only on non-local users according to the average radius.
In all the cases, the number of local and non-local users extracted is u = 100 for every city.
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TABLE SI: Description of the case studies

City Number of
users

Number of
Tweets

Number of
Tweets per

user
Amsterdam 2661 305363 114.75
Atlanta 2863 296390 103.52
Bandung 5620 405241 72.11
Bangkok 2604 239514 91.98
Barcelona 1713 165934 96.87
Beijing 1299 131922 101.56
Berlin 678 45238 66.72
Bogota 2226 213739 96.02
Boston 752 73561 97.82
Brussels 1243 97688 78.59
Buenos Aires 411 28500 69.34
Caracas 3625 375933 103.71
Chicago 2191 257572 117.56
Dallas 1214 128834 106.12
Detroit 13608 938524 68.97
Dublin 704 78434 111.41
Guadalajara 721 57031 79.10
Hong Kong 1098 108203 98.55
Houston 1582 186830 118.10
Istanbul 1321 103117 78.06
Jakarta 1919 196188 102.23
Kuala Lumpur 509 42665 83.82
Lima 360 42186 117.18
Lisbon 6782 698998 103.07
London 6392 580084 90.75
Los Angeles 1760 159781 90.78
Madrid 1566 202650 129.41
Manchester 1792 163090 91.01
Manila 4118 293015 71.15
Mexico 2534 247486 97.67
Miami 688 84544 122.88
Milan 666 61175 91.85
Montreal 1239 133461 107.72
Moscow 2334 263132 112.74
Nagoya 9668 892442 92.31
New York 4044 398769 98.61
Osaka 2567 247449 96.40
Paris 432 43301 100.23
Philadelphia 2206 247159 112.04
Phoenix 1380 150468 109.03
Rio de Janeiro 3292 352777 107.16
Rome 824 88402 107.28
Saint Petersburg 497 51601 103.82
San Diego 1810 182035 100.57
San Francisco 4628 419032 90.54
Santiago 2471 250639 101.43
Santo Domingo 302 20245 67.04
Sao Paulo 6479 653909 100.93
Seoul 1898 152666 80.44
Shanghai 526 49282 93.69
Singapore 3501 288267 82.34
Stockholm 745 106366 142.77
Sydney 1176 121426 103.25
Taipei 485 40259 83.01
Tokyo 10333 844602 81.74
Toronto 1476 135914 92.08
Vancouver 796 70018 87.96
Washington 3755 421374 112.22
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TABLE SII: Comparison of the regional and the global betweenness rankings.

Community Global Ranking Regional Ranking
North America 1. New York (1) 1. New York

2. Miami (6) 2. Los Angeles
3. San Francisco (8) 3. Chicago
4. Los Angeles (9) 4. Toronto
5. Chicago (18) 5. Detroit
6. Toronto (19) 6. Miami
7. San Diego (23) 7. Dallas
8. Detroit (25) 8. San Francisco
9. Montreal (26) 9. Washington
10. Atlanta (27) 10. Atlanta
11. Washington (29) 11. Phoenix
12. Vancouver (35) 12. Vancouver
13. Dallas (36) 13. Montreal
14. Phoenix (46) 14. Boston
15. Boston (47) 15. Houston
16. Houston (48) 16. San Diego
17. Philadelphia (50) 17. Philadelphia
18. Santo Domingo (58) 18. Santo Domingo

Europe 1. London (2) 1. London
2. Paris (3) 2. Paris
3. Madrid (10) 3. Moscow
4. Barcelona (11) 4. Barcelona
5. Moscow (16) 5. Berlin
6. Berlin (20) 6. Rome
7. Rome (21) 7. Madrid
8. Amsterdam (24) 8. Lisbon
9. Lisbon (38) 9. Amsterdam
10. Milan (40) 10. Saint Petersburg
11. Brussels (41) 11. Dublin
12. Istanbul (42) 12. Istanbul
13. Saint Petersburg (45) 13. Manchester
14. Dublin (49) 14. Brussels
15. Manchester (51) 15. Milan
16. Stockholm (57) 16. Stockholm

Asia 1. Singapore (5) 1. Singapore
2. Hong Kong (7) 2. Hong Kong
3. Taipei (13) 3. Jakarta
4. Jakarta (15) 4. Bangkok
5. Kuala Lumpur (22) 5. Shanghai
6. Seoul (30) 6. Taipei
7. Bangkok (31) 7. Sydney
8. Shanghai (32) 8. Kuala Lumpur
9. Beijing (33) 9. Seoul
10. Sydney (34) 10. Manila
11. Manila (43) 11. Bandung
12. Bandung (56) 12. Beijing

South America 1. Buenos Aires (12) 1. Buenos Aires
2. Sao Paulo (14) 2. Sao Paulo
3. Bogota (28) 3. Bogota
4. Santiago (37) 4. Rio de Janeiro
5. Rio de Janeiro (39) 5. Santiago
6. Lima (44) 6. Caracas
7. Caracas (55) 7. Lima

Japan 1. Tokyo (4) 1. Tokyo
2. Osaka (53) 2. Osaka
3. Nagoya (54) 3. Nagoya

Mexico 1. Mexico (17) 1. Guadalajara
2. Guadalajara (52) 2. Mexico
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